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but
in first-class condition,/kt how do I know that there is not some leak somewhere

or something that I do not see. Therefore I will go in the other boat. He said,

if you have to cross and you have your choice of these two, you should take the one

which most probably appeared to be in first-class condition. This was probabilty
the

argument to the extreme, The exact opposite f of all that Van Til was teaching.

One time Dr. Machen said to me, when the statement was made that Van Til feared

that I might follow the apologetics of Warfield rather than his. I said to

Machen, Is it necessary for a professorship in this institution that one follow

Van Til's apologetics rather than Machen V' Then Machen said, "Absolutely not."

He said, "I would stand with Warfield one hundred percent of the time." That

was the gist of what ek he ñ*â said to me; I do not remember the exact words.

However, the students were more and more put into that frame of mind. It seemed

to me that the whole tendency was to major on the minors, and when one does this

my obsder observation is that he comes to minor on the majors. It seemd to me

that some people could spot Arminianism three blocks away but could walk right

up toS a modernist and not see anything wrong with him. The next-to-the-last year

that I was therex jDr. Machen was making a strong stand for the Gospel and uniting

with people of many xi viewpoints, and especially was working in the Presby° church

in an organization of people trying to keep the Presby° church true to the

fundamentals of the faith, and other faculty members were ne criticAli*gg Machen

constantly and until the great bulk of the students were looking nt at Machen as
not

one who was/mwii really net measuring up. Carl MclNtire was already associated to

quite an extent with Machen in this work in the church, and h bbvbbh,Rtka*x; wkm

Blair, who was then a student, said to me, "I can just feel the other students
(T




looking at me with hatred because I am the brother of Carl Mcltltire. With all All

this tremendous criticism of Machen a used to irritate Machen. Machen said, "Let

them go in the meetings of the organization andmake strong speeches for the
he said

Reformed faith, but/let us all unite together against modernism and not make divisions

with those with whom we should be working.
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